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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.95.

Highlight of Version 6.2.95

Bulk Resource Selection Import

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF342 Concurrent Bookings has been created to show travellers who have an OUT and IN booking for the same camp on

the same day.

2. The SAM Dashboard has been updated to include an additional Camp Usage Trend widget. The widget shows the previous and next seven days
of trend. When the graph is maximised the trend is expanded to include the previous and next 14 days.

Improvements
1. Workforce Reporting has been updated to improve the speed of file downloads, especially for files greater than 5 MB in size.

Bulk Resource Selection Import
SAM has been updated with the ability to import profiles from an Excel file when using multiple selections. Examples
include using the Multi Bookings page or Itinerary by Person report.

The Excel file must have the following headings, exactly as written:

Resource Number
FirstName
Surname

In addition to this format, the following reports can also be uploaded:

Reports | Transport | Manifest | Manifest
Reports | Transport | Arrivals | Arrivals
Reports | Transport | Departures | Departures
SRF280 SAM Manifest

Please contact Vix Resources Helpdesk should you have any questions.
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2. SAM has been updated to remove the following parameters:

BulkRoomUpdateEnabled
RoomGroupsEnabled
RoomLocking_Enabled
BulkProcessingEnabled
EnableBulkProfileUpdate
FinaliseCompletion
MenuBuilder_Active
AllowDashboardCampSelection
RemoveMultipleTransportsEnabled
EventManagementEnabled

All functionality associated with these parameters will be enabled at all times, for all customers.

Please note, customers are still able to utilise custom menu sets in order to manage functionality users have access to.

3. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated with a Compact Mode which shows bookings by status instead of by
flight.

4. Workforce Report SRF224 Bookings By Date Range as been updated to include the Booking Reference in the report output. [#23923]

5. Workforce Report SRF336 Automation Processing KPI has been updated to make the error messages more user friendly. [#23889]

6. Workflow has been updated to set the user to System when a request is cancelled by the Workflow Night Audit. Requests are cancelled based on
the Workflow Parameter AutoCancelDocDaysInThePast. Previously the user was set to Bookings Robot.

7. Improved Room Intruder Searches to include details of Room Locks when trying to assign rooms. [#23797]

8. Improved the synchronisation between SAM and Workflow Folio to reduce errors being experienced, where bookings are being double handled in
SAM and Workflow. [#22810]

9. The SAM Split Booking Optimiser has been updated to better allow fixing of split bookings. This functionality has been improved to allow two
rooms to be swapped if it will result in resolving a split booking.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF194 Transport Manifest by Location where unassigned group bookings would cause an error when

running the report.

2. Fixed issue in Workforce Reporting where a blank email is being sent when there is no data in the report.

3. Fixed an issue where running a roster for six months may cause a server timeout. [#24189]

4. Fixed an issue where SMS messages were being resent to a group of people after sent messages where not being cleared from selections.

5. Fixed an issue where the Resource Summary was sometimes blank.

6. Fixed an issue where Workflow Virtual Pages sometimes contained the incorrect URL, stopping them from working.

7. Fixed issue with historical flight waitlisting where the waitlisted person was promoted by the system when they should have been promoted
manually in SAM.

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF230 B2B Cleaning Room Management where the departing guests details were shown even though
there was another guest arriving.

9. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF318 User Account Information would return an error when the report was sent to email only.
[#24098]

10. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting where user accounts were not required to log in if browser was left open. [#24085]

11. Fixed an issue where the SAM Night Audit may run for a long time and cause the SAM or Workflow applications to time out. [#24056]

12. Fixed an issue where Workflow Folio requests could pull in bookings which are not related to the request.

13. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail where Workflow comments more than 1000 characters would stop the
report from being able to be run. [#23998] [#24035]

14. Fixed an issue where profile changes could be attributed to the incorrect user if certain fields on the profile were updated.

15. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF306 Nightly Run Audit schedules could stop the Scheduler page in Workforce Reporting from being
able to load.

16. Fixed an issue where transports could be created with 0 seats, which effectively ‘deleted’ the transport. Transports must have a minimum of one
seat when being created. [#23871]

17. Fixed an issue where errors returned from Workflow Automation processing may result in Workforce Report SRF336 Automation Processing
KPI being unable to be run.
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18. Fixed an issue with Workflow where validation messages were not shown to users if the travellers profile was being reactivated. Validation
messages will always be shown if they are present. [#23799]

19. Fixed an issue where Future Room Assignments impacted rosters being run where a ‘First Night Room Move’ was needed. [#23770]

20. Fixed an issue where Special Charters could be created with multiple schedules, stopping the ability to make changes to bookings using the
transport. [#23524]

21. Fixed an issue where multi-sector transports with the same ETA or ETD were listed in the incorrect order. [#23374]
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